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Record Breaking $695,000 Donated to College in One Day
Foundation Funds Deaf Ed Program
by Jeanne Bolian, Feature Editor
The College’s deaf educa
tion department made perma
nent blueprints in history this
semester. On Monday, October
23, the department was selected
to receive more than half a mil
lion dollars in funds, the largest
sum of money ever given to the
department at one time.
The Obcrkotter Founda
tion is giving $595,000 to fully
fund a new graduate program
within the College’s deaf edu
cation department. The funds
are dispersed over a three-year
term, with the possibility of re
newals at three-year intervals
indefinitely.
The interdisciplinary
graduate program, which is
called Early Intervention in
Deaf Education, begins in June
2001. There are no other gradu
ate programs like it in the coun
try. Its structure was designed
primarily around a federal uni
versal newborn screening law,
which goes into effect in Mis
souri in January 2002. The law
will require that all newborns be
screened for possible hearing
impairments before leaving the
hospital. According to Gale
Rice. Ph.D., assistant professor
and chair of communication dis
orders. doctors can now identify
children as young as newborns

with hearing problems. At this
time, no other college or univer
sity in the country, provides a
complete program that success
fully teaches students how to
work with deaf or hearing-im
paired children at such a young
ages.
“It’s a very different job
than regular classroom teach
ing,” said Susan Lenihan, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of deaf edu
cation. “You can’t exactly sit a
two year old down at a desk and
expect to them to stay there and
study... Our graduates will be
able to work with families in a
family-centered approach to
providing services to children
who are deaf or hard of hear
ing.”
The new graduate program
stresses the importance of the
development of the spoken lan
guage, a priority the Oberkotter
Foundation shares.
“The Oberkotter Found
ation’s primary interest is for
educating deaf or hearing-im
paired children using predomi
nantly an oral approach,” said
Rice. “They invited us to apply
and submit a proposal including
an estimated budget for the pro
gram,” she said.
“They even gave us little
more than we proposed,” said

Lenihan, “they rounded the
numbers up a bit. They’re re
ally extremely generous.”
The nation-wide founda
tion will provide full tuition for
accepted students into the pro
gram. Each term, a maximum
of ten students will be accepted.
“Additionally the founda
tion provides all expenses for
materials, books, resources, pro
fessional development for the
faculty and even money to re
cruit students into the program,”
said Lenihan.
Students with an under
graduate degree in deaf educa
tion, early childhood education,
special education or speech lan
guage pathology are invited to
apply for the graduate program.
The deadline for returning ap
plications is February 1. The
College expects to announce the
accepted applicants sometime in
March.
The Early Intervention in
Deaf Education graduate pro
gram was developed in partner
ship with St. Joseph Institute for
the Deaf and its President
Michael Keller. Additional as
sistance came from the faculty
of the Molloy Family Center
and the preschool program at St.
Joseph’s.

OPTIONS Undergoing Audit Process
by Laura Mayer, staff writer
On September 11, Presi
dent Dennis Golden received a
letter from the U.S. Department
of Education Office (DOE), re
quiring an audit survey to be
conducted within the OPTIONS
program. Specifically, the au
dit targets the Student Financial
Assistance Programs given by
the College and will determine
whether the OPTIONS program
has followed the correct recruit
ment and financial aid require
ments in regard to course length
and enrollment within the pro
gram.
Bernie Yevin, Director of
Faculty for OPTIONS, ex
plained that each school re

ceives government funding for
Financial Aid programs. With
the assistance, schools are also
given a set of guidelines to
qualify individual students to
receive government aid. “The
Department of Education is just
making sure that we understand
the rules and that we’re follow
ing them,” Yevin said.
After reviewing the origi
nal letter sent by the DOE, Gary
Zack. VP for Finance and Ad
ministration. said it is unknown
why the College OPTIONS pro
gram was targeted for the audit.
"They didn't tell us whether this
is a random audit or not,” he
said. However, Yevin said that

“there is no finger pointing” at
the OPTIONS program by the
DOE in the matter. “This is a
review...[the DOE] is just do
ing their job.”
For now, the OPTIONS
program, along with various
members of the College staff,
are gathering financial aid infor
mation to be reviewed by the
DOE. Zack said that it could be
“well into January” before the
College receives feedback re
garding whether OPTIONS has
followed the correct interpreta
tion of the rules set by the DOE
for Financial Aid.
“The effect the audit will
(see “Audit” page 8)

Sisters Surprise College
President with a Gift
by Jeanne Bolian, Features Editor
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The $100,000 Jubilee check given to the College
Copy provided by Dr. Golden

On Monday, October 23,
President Dennis Golden was
presented with a small box, a
gift for the College from the Sis
ters of St. Joseph of Carondelet.
“Let’s just say,” said Golden,
“that big things really do come
in small packages.”
When Golden opened the
neatly wrapped gift box, what he
saw most likely would have sent
a heart patient directly to the
nearest emergency room. Inside
the box was a check, made pay
able to the College, for the
amount of $100,000 exactly. It
is called the Jubilee Gift.
“This is the largest single
gift the College has received
from the Sisters of St. Joseph at
one time,” said Golden. But it’s
not the first; the Order annually
donates funds to the College, but
this most recent contribution is
by far the most significant.
“As usual, they are very
value based,” said Golden when
describing the Sisters of St. Jo
seph, “They’re very frugal and
don’t spend money on them
selves, but rather look for ways
to give instead.”
President Golden said he
was particularly grateful for the
Province Leadership Team, a
group of three Sisters who were
directly
involved
with
Monday’s record-setting dona
tion... Sisters Barbara Dreher,
Suzanne Giblin, and Paulette
Gladis.
The money from the check
will be divided in two. A con-

siderable portion of the proceeds
will be used to help pay for re
cent renovations to Southwest
Hall. “To thank the Sisters of
St. Joseph for their continued
generosity,” said Golden, “the
new atrium in Southwest Hall
will be named in their honor
with a plaque and dedication.”
The date of the dedication has
not yet been announced.
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Winner of Mr. Fontbonne Wears Skirt

What’s Up On Campus
November:
6-10...Advising Week
10. ..Late Night
- Last day to change to P/NP
grading option for 2nd 8 week
classes
-Last day to withdraw from 2nd
week classes
IL.Parents Weekend
-ParentsWeekend Mass...5p.m.
-Parent/Student Gala...6p.m.
13. ..Early Registration
-Hypnotist in ‘Caf 11:30-12:30
-Registration deadline for Dec
2. C-Base Exam
15. ..SGA Blood Drive in DSAC
lla.m.-3p.m.
-National Education Support
Personel Day
16. ..Student teacher seminar for
Fall 2000 and Spring 2001
classes
17. ..Campus Ministry Weekend
Retreat, 5p.m.
-WBB, A, Westminster
-MBB, A, Moody Bible
College Tournament
20. ..SGA Elections
-MBB, A„ Indiana University
21. ..SGA Elections

by Joi Fisher, staff writer

-Evening classes cancelled
22-24...Thanksgiving Break
25. ..MBB, A, Maryville
27. .Book Fair, 1st Fl, Ryan Hall
30. .. WBB,H,Harris-Stowe,7p.m.
December
1. ..World Aids Day
-Hanging of the Green
-MBB, H, Manchester College,
7p.m.
2. ..C-BASE Exam 8a.m.
3. ..Advent Begins
4. ..Student Organization
Presidential Lunch.l 1:30a.m.
5. ..Last day for day classes!!!!
-WBB, A, Illinois Wesleyan
6. ..Reading Day
7. ..Student teacher seminar
- Exam Days Begin
8. ...Feast of Immaculate Con
ception Mass, Doerr Chapel,
11:30 pm.
-WBB vs. Rose-Hulmeum Uni
versity

Key:
MBB=Men’s Basketball
WBB=Women’s Basketball
SGA=Student Gov. Assoc.
A=Away Game
H=Home Game

SPOKES MODELS NEEDED!
Got the bartender blues,
or the wait staff woes?
National event marketing
company is looking for
outgoing, well groomed, responsible
personel for liquor promotions
in bars and at special events.
Must be 21 or over.
Flexible hours. Pay from $15/hour.
Call 1-800-653-4927
for more information.

On October 18,2000 at 8
p.m., students dressed in their
evening’s finest filled the lobby
of the Fine Arts building, wait
ing to see who would be
crowned Mr. Fontbonne 2000.
Thirteen young men, some
accompanied by young ladies,
paced around the foyer before
lining up to take the final walk
down the aisle. However, con
testant Bryan Smith, junior,
seemed to be at ease with the
festivities. Smith said this was
his second time running for Mr.
Fontbonne; last year he came in
second runner up, and tonight he
figured “why not try again”. To
accomplish this goal, Smith
chose to read two inspirational
pieces and dance to Rick James'
“Super Freak.” “I feel really
good about this, my act turned
out really good. I had a back up
dancer to accompany me and the
crowd loved it,” said Smith.
While Smith felt confident in his
chances, other contestants felt a
little uncertainty. “I have mixed
feelings about it,” said Matt
Hutti, junior, as he began to take
his place in line with the other
contestants.” This is my second
time running, and I think I did
better tonight than I did last
time. There are a lot of talented
people here tonight, so compe
tition is tough. Some people
sang and danced, I drove around
cones.”
One of those talented
voices belonged to contestant
Jamar Love, junior, who sang
“Touch Me, Tease Me” by
R&B artist Case. Love, who was
a little hesitant about running at
first, decided to do so out of en
couragement from many of his
friends. “Everyone kept telling

me that I should
do it, so finally
I said okay.”
Love chose to
sing because it
is something
that he does
quite often. “I
sing in the
college’s
c h o i r , m y
church, and at
coffee houses,
so I didn’t feel
nervous about
performing tonight.” Love also
commented that the competition
was close, “It’s pretty much like
the election, competition is stiff.
Everyone did an excellent job of
entertaining and expressing
themselves, so if I don’t win
that’s okay.”
Chris Scholl, a senior who
is also a third year veteran of the
Mr. Fontbonne pageant, per
formed the River dance along
with Tom Hayes. “The festivi
ties were pretty entertaining, 1
feel pretty good about it. It’s a
lot of fun and it helps the girls
out,” said Scholl. Chris Gunn,
sophomore, gave another
unique display of talent: he
chose to wear a skirt while per
forming.
As crowning time drew
nearer, the first contestant was
called out to answer the last
question. As the curtains opened
thunderous screams from the au
dience encircled the room. At
the back of the line stood Joshua
Ward, junior. Dressed in sneak
ers, khakis and blue dress shirt,
Ward felt confident about his in
dividuality. “ I forgot my shoes
and my belt, so I’m good, but I
don’t have a suit so I feel really

Audience Enjoys New “Jazz Club” Setting
at Alumni Musical Review 2000
by Lara Corvera, Guest Reviewer

Walking into the new
Southwest Theatre for the
Alumni musical revue was a
pleasant surprise. Most of the
sealing was at garlanded tables
with candles and snacks. In the
lobby, wine, soda, and water
were served for the audience to
enjoy during the show. "All That
Jazz” was a variety of songs,
rather than the musical by the
same name.
The diverse cast was led by
Deanna Jent, the director; Trudy
M.B. Boyer, the choreographer;

and Joe Schoen, the musical di
rector. The cast was a conglom
eration of alumni, faculty, and
students.
Some of the songs in
cluded, “Ain't Misbehavin',”
“'Taint Nobody’s Business,”
“Safe, Sane, and Single,” and
of course, “All That Jazz.”
Throughout the show, the
narrator gave some interesting
facts about Fontbonne and its
alumni, as well as requested a
little audience participation. At
the tables, the alumni were
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asked to write down the best
thing they learned while at
Fontbonne. The narrator then
read some of these during the
show.
The idea of an Alumni
Musical Revue show has been
in effect at Fontbonne for the
past few years, but this year
there was a lot more participa
tion.
Kareem Darnell Deanes and
Leslie A. Wobbe were just one
of the acts in “All That Jazz”
photo by Julie Ann Ziesemann

Chris Gunn, center, is crowned
Mr. Fontbonne 2000.
Photo by Laura Mayer

bad, but that’s okay,” Ward,
along with a fellow bandmate,
decided to play a song entitled
“Blue.” “It went really well, the
crowd enjoyed it,” said Ward.
After the final contestant
took his bow. the judges begun
to tally up the points. At around
9:30 the decision was made.
Contestants lined the stage in
waiting to hear the judges’ de
cision. Second runner up, Tom
Hayes, senior, was announced
first. The audience whistled and
cheered. First runner up, Ryan
Shipley, drew more applause
reigned from the crowd. Then,
the moment the audience had
been waiting for finally arrived,
and the crown of Mr. Fontbonne
2000 went to Chris Gunn. The
audience whistled and cheered
again as the new Mr. Fontbonne
accepted the crown from last
years Mr. Fontbonne, Kurt
Brown, sophomore. Upon ac
cepting the crown Gunn was
asked what he planned to do
now.
His response: “Not wear
a skirt anymore.”
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Students Walk to Raise ADA Funding Dr. Phelps Mixes Sex
Moessmer,
with Drugs at Forum

by Mason

staff writer

by Dana Seyer, staff writer

College walkers displayed their spirit with Fontbonne shirts.

On a cold morning on Oc
tober 7, a dozen College stu
dents walked to cure a deadly
disease at the American Diabe
tes Association Walk at held
Maryville University. A huge
crowd of men, women, children,
and dogs had gathered in the
Maryville parking lot by the
time the Fontbonne team had
completely arrived for the event,
all willing to dedicate their time
and effort to its worthy cause.
The pre-walk rally helped the
walkers prepare themselves.
Free food was everywhere, in
cluding bagels, fruit, and Edy’s
Ice Cream. Five dollar raffle
tickets were sold for a chance at
St. Louis Rams memorabilia: a
football autographed by Kurt
Warner,
and
a
jersey
autographed by the entire team.
Various signs and booths adver
tised the walk’s sponsors, most
notably the KSHE-95 van that
blasted out music across the
parking lot. Wearing Fontbonne
College shirts, donated by the
Bookstore, and blowing bubbles

handed out by the crowd, stu
dents readied themselves for the
walk with a set of stretches and
a group photo.
This is the second year in
a row that Student Human En
vironmental Science Associa
tion (SHESA) and the Student
Government Association (SGA)
have organized the College’s
contribution to the walk. Since
September, members of
SHESA, SGA, and students out
side those organizations, have
been raising money for the walk.
Armed with folders and the
promise of helping cure a ter
rible affliction, students man
aged to raise over $800 for the
ADA, a significant improve
ment over the $200 generated by
only four walkers last year.
“This means so much to me,”
said Amy Dingledine, senior,
SHESA member and walk at
tendee.
According
to
Dingledine, SHESA was not just
excited about the prospect of
helping cure Diabetes, but also
the opportunity to get SHESA’s

There are many opportu
nities on campus designed for
the purpose of helping students
to enrich their education. One of
these is the Dean’s Forum,
which was created in order to
allow instructors to share their
| work, outside the classroom,
with the college community. In
September, Dr. Judith Meyer,
Vice president and Dean of Aca
Photo provided by SHESA
demic Affairs, opened the first
Dean’s Forum of the semester.
name out, and to spread word of
“ The Dean’s Forum is designed
its new community service-ori
to showcase faculty efforts at
ented focus.
continuing their professional
When asked for comment
learning—they typically speak
before the walk began, one of
about cutting edge issues in their
the College’s walkers exclaimed
“Whoo!” to show the enthusi professions,” said Meyer.
This forum generally
asm of the group.
showcases two instructors per
The actual walk began at
semester. For the 2000-2001
10:00 a.m., with a flood of hun
school year, the schedule of
dreds of people making their
way along the three-mile course.
Dr. Phelps
During the walk, the group from
delivered the
the College was split up into two
first Dean’s
smaller groups. In the spirit of
Forum of the
friendly competition, these two
2000-2001
groups began to race each other
school year
to the finish line, although it was
not a timed race. The College’s
group finished in less than
ninety minutes, after which they
enjoyed a picnic of pasta, soda,
photo by Julie
and ice cream under an archway
Ann
of colored balloons.
Ziesemann
“It was a fun time,” said

gave the audience background
information on research prac
tices and issues that need to be
considered whenever one reads
a report based on research, com
menting that “all research has
holes that have to be weighed
and considered.”
Phelps first discussed how
the research was designed and
carried out, and then revealed
the results of the study. The re
search showed that there was
indeed a connection between il
legal substance use and sexual
dysfunction. Following the pre
sentation, Phelps fielded ques
tions about the research. Some
of the questions challenged the
topic of her study and its con
clusions, by suggesting that the
results were common sense. In
response to this comment,

Maria Cuccio, senior, “and it
was nice to see so many people
representing Fontbonne.”

Phelps said, “sociology chal
lenges commonly held assump
tions through empirical analysis,
sometimes these assumptions
hold and sometimes they do
not.”
Phelps also said that, “this
research is different than previ
ous studies, because it gives you
a breakdown of the connections
that common sense doesn’t pro
vide.”
The central purpose of the
Dean’s Forum is to create this
type of awareness. The forum
gives students and faculty the
opportunity to experience infor
mation with which they may not
otherwise become familiar. This
forum presentation allowed stu
dents to not only hear about cur
rent epidemiological research,
but also supplemented their
knowledge of how research is
carried out. “I came because I
was interested in the topic, and
I think that it would be a great
opportunity to hear about stud
ies that I normally wouldn’t
check out on my own,” said
Connie Backfisch, senior.

Two Students Fall in Love on Stage
A review by Austin Bates, staff writer
The College was repre
sented at the tenth annual OneAct Play Festival. The Univer
sal Language written by David
Ives and directed by Deanna
lent, Associate Professor Of
Performing Arts, was performed
at St. Louis Community College
at Forest Park, in the Mildred E.
Bastian Center for the perform
ing arts on September 23, 29,
and October Is*.
“Universal Language”
was just delightful. The play
brought back memories of last
year. It was well written; it has
to be one of Ives' finest works.
The story is full of meaning and
life. I could sit through it for a
third time and if luck is with me,
maybe next year.
The play is about a young

man, played by Mason
Moessmer, who comes up with
a scheme to make money by
teaching a language that only he
can speak. One day a young
woman, played by Julie
Venegoni, comes in to the
school and decides this is for
her, so she signs up for the class.
He begins to teach her how to
speak this strange new lan
guage. As this short time passes,
he falls in love with her and can
not bring himself to take her
money.
Moessmer and Venegoni
performed this play last year on
campus, yet in this latest perfor
mance, the audience sees them
shine brighter than ever. It could
be that they had more time to
prepare, but there was more to

it than that. The actors displayed
good stage presence, and a mag
netism that commandedf atten
tion. These two worked together
like they meant every word.
Emily Robinson played a small,
but significant, role. It is diffi
cult to step on stage knowing
you have only one line to de
liver. Robinson did just that. The
three joined hands in trium
phant, taking bows to the
audience’s applause.
Editors Note:
The Editor-in-Chief would like
to apologize for the lack of the
election coverage as promised
in the last issue of the Fontban
ner. Due to time constraits, such
coverage would have been out
dated by press time. Sorry!

speakers represents a variety of
disciplines and backgrounds.
Dr. Deborah Phelps, Associate
Professor of Sociology, gave the
first presentation in September.
The schedule of presenters for
the remaining forums include:
Gale Rice, Chairperson for the
Department of Communication
Disorders; Deanna Jent Assis
tant Professor of Performing
Arts; and Jeffrey Lindstrom,
Associate Professor of Psychol

ogy-

In order to earn her Mas
ters in Psychiatric Epidemiol
ogy and Bio-Statistics, Phelps
needed to write a first authored
paper. While brainstorming for
a topic, she approached her
mentor at Washington Univer
sity, who suggested she conduct
a study on the relationship be
tween substance use and psychosexual dysfunction. It was
this paper, and the research that
accompanied it, which became
the body of her presentation at
the Dean’s forum.
Before beginning the pre
sentation of her paper, Phelps
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FISHing on Campus

Students Gamble at “Font Vegas”

by Dana Seyer, staff writer

by Erin Drexler, Sports Editor

Freshmen Libbie Huey and Marianne Ward help clean the walls of
WaterTowers Christian church on September 9, 2000.
photo provided by FISH
Service and community
students are invited to take ad
involvement are themes which
vantage as often as their sched
are deeply embedded in the mis ules permit.
sion statement of the College. It
The group is focusing on
is not surprising then that the developing a weekly service
college now has an organization,
project and a monthly project,

FISH (Fontbonne in Service and
Humility), which deals directly
with this goal. As a college af
filiated with a group such as the
Sisters of St. Joseph, it is antici
pated that the college is over
flowing with opportunities to
get involved with the commu
nity in the effort to “make a dif
ference.” The College has al
ways been involved with service
trips and projects, but until re
cently there had never been an
organization on campus that
dealt specifically with this as
pect of campus life.
Last
spring,
Dave
Ebenhoh, director of campus
ministry, contacted a group of
students about organizing a
community service group. The
idea to form an organization
sprang from an abundance of
student requests to have more
community activities. “Students
wanted to do more, but I
couldn’t do all of the planning,
so I got some people together to
help out,” commented Ebenhoh.
The organization consists
of Meghan Mueller, president of
FISH, Danica Neale, treasurer,
and two publicists Jenna
Bollinger and Jackie McDaniel.
Becoming a member of FISH is
very simple, you just show up
with an interest in helping out.
“We’re a very flexible group ...
participate as often as you like,
it really does make a differ
ence,” Mueller said. FISH is a
very laid back organization with
no formal contract to get in
volved. The organization exists
to provide opportunities for stu
dents to act on the goals delin
eated in the mission statement;

which will take a different av
enue each month. For example,
the first monthly service activ
ity took place on September 16
at the Water Tower Christian
Ministry Center. Students got
together to strip the walls, add
new paint, clean, and provide
yard work to an old school
building being converted into a
community center in the North
city area. “I went because I
thought it would be fun and a
great way to meet people, and
in the end I felt like we really
accomplished something,” said
Sarah Becherer, junior. The
Water Tower organization is
renovating solely with the aid
of volunteers, so the work pro
vided by FISH did make quite a
big contribution.
In October, FISH will win
terize homes, and in December
they will work with an AIDS
group. Ebenhoh said, “Activi
ties for November and the rest
of the school year are still up in
the air, and we want to work
with a variety of service groups,
so students who have particular
interests are free to e-mail or to
give [him] a call at ext. 4523.”
In addition to the monthly
service projects, FISH is initi
ating a bi-weekly activity in the
Carondolet area. The group
chose the Carondolet area be
cause of its ties to the Sisters of
St. Joseph, and will base many
of their future activities on this
connection. Every other Thurs
day FISH will volunteer at Blow
Middle School. They will be
working on an Earth Service
Corp project that is in conjunc-

(see “FISH" page 8)

Friday, September 29, the
sound of shuffling cards, gallop
ing horses, and loud cheers ech
oed in the AMC and up into the
corridors of Medaille, which at
tracted prospective gamblers.
The AMC was renamed the
fabulous “Font Vegas” and was
the place to be as students raked
in the cash playing poker, black
jack, roulette, and horse races.
All this excitement was gener
ated by the College’s Casino
night that awakened students on
campus and had them singing
“Viva Las Vegas” all the way
home.
A gambler contemplates his next move at the poker table.
When students first
photo by Julie Ann Ziesemann
walked into “Font Vegas” they
were handed $30,000 in fake
ing to student gamblers, espe
were the FAB 5, which is a new
money, and used that to gamble organization connected to SGA.
cially the horse races that were
from 8:00-10:00 pm. As it got The members of the Fontbonne
set up in the comer of the AMC.
closer to 10:00, the tension in Administration Board (FAB) 5
The horse races were especially
the air was incredibly thick as
tempting to students, drawing
are Cara Breen, Lisa Magee,
gamblers hustled to try and win
Stan Kohn, Natalie Austin, and the largest crowd around the
extra money to add to their the man who oversaw the entire
television to see whose horse
proud pile. After the gambling project, Bryan Smith. Chris would be the lucky winner. Jun
was over, the prize-winning be
ior Carrie Feldhamer joked that
Gill, Student Activity Director,
gan. Student gamblers used
also played a big part in the suc unfortunately, “all the horses
money to buy certain prizes that cess of the evening. The entire were out with wounded hooves
were provided by the SGA. A
so they had to resort to video
night was well planned with
CD sold at a whopping $15,000
horse races.” A table was set up
tables organized to appeal to the
while, at the same time, two bid
“gambling” student and a prize with a list of the horses’ names
ders were battling back and forth
table that, “... no one was able and people would bet on the one
to win a brand new VCR. Jenna
to pass by without taking a they thought would win. “It was
Bollinger, sophomore said, “A
look,” said sophomore Maureen hilarious to look at everyone
night like this is so relaxed, it is
Roberts. Gambling began at jumping up and down like they
impossible not to have a good
were the one that was riding the
8:00 pm with dealers who knew
time and with all the good
horse. “The cheers of excited
when to hold ‘em and when to
prizes, it is like you are getting
winners and jeers of the unfor
fold ‘em. These ‘lean mean
rewarded to have fun.” All of
shuffling machines’ were volun tunate losers was overwhelm
the excitement of the night did
ing,” said sophomore Dan
teers from SGA and dealt to the
not end after the auction because
McCarthy. The roulette table
gamblers throughout the night.
all of the lucky prize winners
Leigh Ann Batterton, sopho also enticed many of the spec
went around sharing and com
tators; not only to play, but also
more, stated, “The dealers were
paring their newfound fortunes
all upbeat and really into it to watch frustrated gamblers put
and also were provided with free
which made it appealing to sit the rest of their money all on one
pizza by the SGA.
number, close their eyes and
down at their table and gamble
The gambling master your money away.”
keep their fingers crossed and
minds behind Casino Night
hoping the ball would land on
All the games were entictheir lucky numbers. “The ex
citement was unbearable and at
the same time, I couldn’t walk
away from the table,” said
sophomore Steve Harrison. The
other games were just as popu
lar with people crowding around
the table and pulling up chairs
either to join in or just to look
on.
The night was a success
for the FAB 5 and all the SGA
members who helped out. Even
if people did not win a sufficient
amount of money at Casino
Night, they still came out a win
ner. Some people walked out
with prizes, others left with
memories, but everybody
Students play roulette, just one of the popular games at Casino Night
walked out with full stomachs.
Photo by Julie Ann Ziesemann
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Head of JBS Lectures on Liberal Arts Dressing Jennifer Lopez
by Austin Bates, staff writer

On September 27, Keith
Shahan, Ed.D.,gave a lecture, in
the Lewis Room of the library,
titled “The Liberal Arts in Sec
ondary Schools.” He addressed
the problems of today’s students
pertaining to the preparation for
college level Liberal Arts study.
“He offered us some interesting
questions to think about. About
how we can take students with
a variety of backgrounds in the
liberal arts and move them for
ward, both in terms of their con
tent, but also in terms of their
ability to think critically about
ideas and values,” said Judith
Meyer, Vice President and Dean
for Academic Affairs. “That’s
what I liked, that he said that
both were important,” Meyer
said. “We should build on the
base that the high schools are
trying to establish.”
Shahan has been headmas
ter of John Borroughs School
since 1986. Before this, he was
upper school head and assistant
director of the International
School of Amsterdam in the
Netherlands. He also served as
principal of University High
School from 1978-1982. Shahan
is also active in the community.
His service includes a position
on the board of Independent
Educational Services and the
Council for Spiritual and Ethi

cal Education. Shahan has a
doctorate in educational admin
istration from Harvard Graduate
School of Education.
Shahan spoke about the
best place to teach Liberal Arts
today is the secondary schools
after the elementary, or post sec
ondary schools. Even colleges
or universities cannot teach the
Liberal Arts as well as the sec
ondary schools. He believes
only the secondary schools have
the time it takes to combine
knowledge and skills with criti
cal reasoning.
Shahan maintains that
most students are not prepared
to go to college to study the Lib
eral Arts. According to him, stu
dents are more interested in a
professional education, then get
to college and find out they have
to write a position paper or a
research paper. He maintains
that students simply are not pre
pared, and by the time they get
to college, it is too late to pre
pare them. Shahan believes that
students today are not required
to read difficult reading, or write
argumentatively at the second
ary school level, which are at the
heart of a Liberal Arts educa
tion. They have even greater dif
ficulty dealing with these stud
ies at the college level. One
place that can help resolve this

problem is a good high school.
However, these first rate high
schools are getting harder to
find.
Shahan explained it is a
lack of resources, misguided re
forms, and cultural changes el
ementary students don’t get this
basic education, middle and
quite often secondary schools
don’t get it. He believes the Lib
eral Arts education should be
kept strong and viable. That
there is a continued place for
Liberal Arts in a college educa
tion.
The College will continue
to address topics on the liberal
arts throughout the semester.
The discussion will continue on
November 9, with Phillip
Costanzo a professor of psy
chology at Duke University. He
has written numerous books and
has been featured in countless
journals. On November 13,
noted author and essayist Joseph
Epstein will speak. He was the
editor of the Phi Beta Kappa
publication American Scholar
from 1975-1997. “We are look
ing at changing some college
requirements, not increasing
them, but we will be changing
them in a variety of ways. These
three speakers will help us think
about the things that need to be
changed,” Meyer said.

Enrollment High Due to Recruiting
by Erin Drexler, Sports Editor

Last year, the College had
its highest enrollment ever and
this year the College has done
just as well as the year before.
Also, the College has the larg
est freshmen class, consisting of
167 students with the highest
number of student athletes. The
total number of undergraduates
is 1377, which has risen slightly
since last year. There are 683
graduates for a total of 2060 stu
dents on campus.
Enrollment has remained
steady this year because of the
recruiting efforts put forth by all
departments. Last year the Col
lege only awarded two full tu
ition scholarships and this year
the College awarded six. The
resident halls are also filled to
capacity, including 36 new
spaces in Southwest Hall.
Enrollment is the second
highest it has ever been is due
to the record number of African
American students that add to
the full-time and resident stu
dents. Around 20 percent of the

enrollment is African American.
International Students and U.S.
Natives also add a great deal to
the high enrollment this year.
All departments at the Col
lege dedicated to recruiting
have made the campus diverse
in many ways causing the popu-

“...85% of the
people that have a
full campus tour
end up coming to
the College.”
lation of the school to increase
a little every year. Admissions
uses current students as ambas
sadors for the College so the
prospective students who visit
can experience peer-to-peer in
teraction with the college stu
dents. The ambassadors are in
charge of making phone calls,
meeting with families and con

ducting campus tours, which
seems to be most effective be
cause “.. .85% of the people that
have a full campus tour end up
coming to the College. Open
houses are also very beneficial
in helping people decide
whether or not this is the Col
lege for them,” said Peggy
Musen, Associate Dean for En
rollment.
Financial Aid also plays a
huge role in the high enrollment
frenzy. The College has racked
up another record-breaking
number with an all time high
number of scholarships to fresh
men and transfer students. All
departments are still working on
increasing the numbers for the
next academic year. Musen, also
stated, “It is our job to get stu
dents on campus, but it takes the
whole campus; faculty, admin
istration, staff and students need
to work together to make poten
tial students’ visits successful,
making them want to enroll.”

by Lainie Hood, staff writer

Photo provided by
Rogene Nelsen
shops, students ate lunch and
attended a job fair with employ
ers such as Gap, Jacobson’s, KMart, Burlington Coat Factory,
and Nordstrom’s.
Students also got a chance
to participate in contests for
scholarship awards to the school
of their choice. The first con
test was a Celebrity Illustration
Board, in which Fashion Mer
chandising majors Jackie
Unterreiner and Sarah Riley par
ticipated. Contestants chose a
celebrity off of a list of celebri
ties including: Barbara Bush,
Tina Turner, Ashley Judd, Jen
nifer Lopez, Jennifer Aniston,
Brad Pitt, Prince William, and
Katie Couric. Students were
then required to type a paper
describing and illustrating the
apparel style or lifestyle choices
that best represented the chosen
celebrity. Uterreiner com
mented, “Creating a celebrity
board was a good experience to
create an image. I designed
dresses and accessories I
thought Jennifer Lopez would
wear. I picked out a wedding
dress for her wedding with Puffy
and workout clothes to keep her
butt in shape.”
The second contest was
“Original Garment Design.”
The students designed and con
structed an original garment ac
companied by a paper describ
ing the target audience for the
original design and detailing the
reasons behind the students’
choice of design, fabric, color,
detailing, and construction tech
niques. The students then mod
eled the garments during the
“Catwalk to Sidewalk” Fashion
Show, also designed by students
and held by the Fashion Group
International. In the last contest,
students designed and con
structed a denim jean for a spe
cific target customer and also
modeled them in the fashion
show.

This group of Fashion Majors attended the event.

Once a year, the Fashion
Group International runs a ca
reer day seminar held in Kan
sas City at the Johnson County
Community College. This year,
several Fashion Merchandising
students from Fontbonne at
tended the event.
On Saturday, October
21, 2000, at eight-thirty a.m.,
students from colleges and uni
versities throughout the Mid
west began the day of fashion
career direction. This event in
cluded guest speakers from Doc
Martin, Girlfriends LA, and
Diva Doll marketing and media.
Students were then able to
participate in three out of six ca
reer exploration workshops.
The choices included: “Design
Your Product,” which was in
tended for prospective merchan
disers, designers, and product
developers, “Planning Your
Own Assortment,” for buyers
and store planners, “I Created
my own Options in the World
of Fashion,” for fashion entre
preneur spirits, “Fashion @ Re
tail,” for all areas of retail man
agement, and “Product Presen
tation,” which included infor
mation on all visual presenters,
and presentation of products, as
well as information for all the
students whose personal presen
tation, interviewing, and resume
writing skills needed polishing.
In those workshops, students
also learned what it takes to land
a job in the fashion industry.
Fashion Merchandising student
Jen Sher said,“The visual mer
chandising workshop passed
some of the most incredible vi
sual photos of displays and place
settings I have ever seen. It gave
me a lot of ideas.” The day in
general “opened my eyes to
some areas I hadn’t considered
to be a part of the fashion indus
try. It was a great opportunity
to meet people in the fashion
business and see jobs available.”
After the chosen work-

(See “Fashion”page 8)
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Men’s Basketball
Features Newcomers
by Kris Morgan, staff writer

Last year the men’s bas
ketball team finished 14-10, and
they hope to improve in the up
coming season. Plagued by in
juries last season, the team lost
its center,
senior Jeff
Broadwater, to an ankle injury
on the Christmas trip to Hawaii.
Also, leading scorer Eric Seller,
senior, suffered an ankle injury
in the heart of conference play
leaving the team with a depleted
squad. With this season already
underway, Broadwater is nurs
ing a torn calf muscle and trans
fer Byron Owens is out with a
fractured wrist, players will
have to step up. “ When players
get hurt, their teammates have
to step up and play to their best
potential and sometimes above
their potential. Last season when
Broadwater went down, Ryan
O’Keefe stepped up and played
well and so did Mark Wolferd
when Selter went down,” said

Lee McKinney, Head Coach.
Injuries aside, the team
looks towards their goals and the
season ahead. “Our first goal
this year is to win the conference
and gain the right to go to the
nationals. I feel that if we get in
the right region there is no tell
ing how far these guys can go,”
said McKinney.
With only three seniors
and two juniors on the squad, the
team appears to be young. “We
have six sophomores, three of
whom started some last season.
We have a very strong recruit
ing class this year and it will al
low us to play 10 to 12 guys a
game. If I can find the right com
binations and the chemistry is
right, we’ll do well this year,”
added McKinney. This year’s
recruiting class brings in trans
fers Byron Owens, John Tho-

(See “Basket" page 10)

Fall Ball Prepares Team
by Gina Cuccio, News Editor
While the Cardinals closed
22 newcomers, 14 of which are
out the regular season and ad freshmen and the other eight
vanced to the divisional league transfers. The pitching looks
series, the College’s men’s base promising with the addition of
ball team took to the field for freshmen Matt Sauer, Dan
some competition against local
Hartmann, Tom Exline, Chris
community colleges.
Willey and transfers Charles
Although the men’s season
Schmidt, Chris Kimball, and
officially begins in the spring,
Jeremy Nagle. The team also
they competed in “fall ball,”
found a closer in Adam
which served as a spring train Frierdich who is returning from
ing of sorts. Assistant Coach
last season. Led by seniors Toby
Lance Thornhill said, “It is a
Lindsay and Adam Frierdich,
way for the coaches to evaluate
the offense looks effective. De
what kind of talent we have and
fensively, the Griffins look
prepare for the spring season
promising after losing two se
that begins in late January.” For
niors in the middle infield.
junior transfer Vito Tabacchi,
Helping fill second and short
the season, “brought us together stop are freshmen Bryan Kurt,
and allowed us to get to know
Nick Beckman. David Buchek
one another, making us better and veterans Jesse Walter and
teammates.”
Chad Harrison. Sophomore
The Griffins beat Forest
Michael Wake said of his team,
Park Community College twice.
“We have a lot of new faces, but
Florissant Valley and Meremac we look to be competitive.”
Community College once, but
According to Thornhill,
lost to East Central Community The Griffins look to have the
College. “Under NCAA guide best season since the 97-98 sea
lines the games count as a com son when the team received a
petition date but do not count as
national tournament bid under
an official contest for records,”
Darin Hendrickson. Head
said Thornhill.
Coach Scott Cooper added. “My
This marked the first time
biggest worry going into this
since last season that the team
season was our pitching, but af
played together. For most of the
ter seeing these guys in compe- 1
men. this was the first time they
tition. I’m confident that we'll
sported the Griffin jersey. The
compete for the conference
team lost 12 seniors but gained championship.”
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Lady Griffins Maintain 1st Place Rank
by Gina Cuccio, News Editor

With an impeccable con
ference record of 3-0, an over
all record of 7-3. and a regional
ranking under their belt, the
women’s volleyball team con
tinues to fight for an even bet
ter record.
The women continued
their unbeaten conference
streak against the rival Lady
Gorlocks of Webster University
on September 27. While they
averaged a .309 hitting percent
age as a team, the women were
less successful in their blocking
attempts recording 10 for the
evening. But with a combined
62 digs they were able to ex
ecute attacks and maintain a
lead over their opponents for a
win.
They took their game on
the road for the Rhodes College
quad match in Memphis on Sep
tember 30 Jenny Keuss proved
a threat at the net with 15 kills
while Jodi Hentscher and Sarah
Heger’s coverage of the
backcourt helped the ladies to a
sweep. They beat Austin 15-8,
15-13, and 15-8 for the first win
of the quad.
Against Lipscomb Uni
versity in the second match, the
women found equal success.
Thanks to “good ups” by the
defense, Frazier was able to as
sist on 31 of the team’s 41 kills.
Middle hitter Penny Lindwedel
averaged a .571 hitting percent
age while teammates Pam
Frazier and Keuss followed
close behind with a .429. They
team rolled passed their oppo
nents 15-5, 15-6, 15-4.
Rhodes College was the
final opponent of the day. Off
to a bad start after losing the
first game, the women managed
to win the second game by a
score of 15-3. Rhodes took the
team to five games after win
ning by a four- point lead in the
fourth game, but the women
emerged victorious in the end,
winning this match and the tour
nament with a 3-0 record.
The
Lady
Griffins
matched up against the Saints
on October 5. Maryville took
the lead early with strong hit
ting, but although down by four,
the Lady Griffins rallied back
to overcome the Saints. With
an ace by Heger, the women
took the first game 15-10 and
entered into the second with
more confidence.
Timely
blocking and successful attacks
as well as precise passing
helped the women deal the

Pam Frazier
makes a
pass for a
front line
attack
against
Westminster
College.

photo by
Laura
Mayer

Saints their first loss of the con
ference.
On October 7, the women
hosted Stephen’s College. The
team took the first two games
with relative ease defeating
Stephens’ 15-0 in both. For the
third game, Coach Kim KutisHantak changed the lineup so
that back row players occupied
front row positions. Erin Cham
bers, Heger, April Carlson, and
Lauren Finley contributed kills
to the 15-4 victory.
Lindwedel says, “I knew
we’d be doing well, but not this
well.” She attributes the team’s
success to the number of play
ers who returned from last sea
son, saying, “So many of us
came back. This is the third year
that most of us have played to
gether so we’re comfortable
with each other.”
The women traveled to
Carlinville, IL on October 11 in
their first meeting with the
Blackburn Beavers. Offensive
and defensive errors cost them
the first two games 7-15 and 1315. Threatened with their first
conference loss, the women
pulled together for a victory in
the third game 15-13 and held
on in the fourth for another win,
but in the final game, with rally
scoring determining the out
come, the women were two
points shy of returning home
with the undefeated conference
title.
“It shows that we can’t
take games for granted. We al
ways have to be prepared,” said
Frazier after the disappointing
loss to Blackburn.
On October 13, the women
competed against Hannibal La
Grange. On a play in the sec
ond game, Amy Hauschild

blocked the ball out of the Lady
Trojan’s defense for a side out.
The defense handled the oppos
ing offense with 44 well-passed
digs that enabled Frazier to run
a smooth offense with timely
sets. Keuss dominated the of
fense with 12 kills out of 23 at
tacks to give her a .522 hitting
percentage and the team points
and side outs. The women
added another win by defeating
their competition 15-6, 15-10,
15-1.
The women’s homecom
ing match on Wednesday Octo
ber 18 has been the most impor
tant game of the season thus far
because the Lady Griffins and
Lady Blue Jays of Westminster
were tied for first place in the
conference. The women came
out strong, beating the Lady
Blue Jays 15-11 in the first
game. Although they suffered
an 8-15 loss in the second game,
they remained persistent and fo
cused. Down in the third game,
the women made a comeback
with tactful plays. The women
found themselves behind again
in the fourth game, but with the
crowd on their feet, Keuss drove
the final kill down for the last
point of the game. They de
feated Westminster 15-12 in the
final game, earning first place in
the conference.
As of October 19, the
women are in first place in the
conference with a 16-4 record.
Regarding the season, KutisHantak said, “I’m more pleased
than I am surprised with our suc
cess this year.” As for the team,
she said, “We don’t depend on
a star, but rather play as a team,
each person fulfills their role
making it more of a team effort.”
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Up and Coming Rock Singer Spotted on Fontbonne Campus
by Jeanne Bolian,
Features Editor
Every US College or Uni
versity has students who work
odd jobs while enrolled in
school. After all, students need
spending money for tuition,
books, clothes, etc. Fontbonne
students are no different...the
College is made up of under
graduates and graduates who
work as cashiers, sales clerks,
childcare attendants, janitors,
rock stars... wait a minute, a
rock star?
“I always wanted to do it...
I mean what kid growing up
doesn’t dream of being a rock
star?” asked Chad Kapper, lead
vocalist for Ninetrigger, a local
four-member band. “I always
liked music, but it wasn’t until
high school that I thought it
could become something seri
ous.”
Three months ago,
Kapper, graphic arts major,
joined the all-male band. “I first
met them at a concert 1 went to
at the American Theatre,” he
said, “I was handing out flyers
for myself for a singing position
and one of the guys [from
Ninetrigger) took one. 1 told
him to call me the next day and
he did.”
Ninetrigger was already
established, but the group hadn’t
played for more than a year af
ter losing its two lead singers.
Kapper said the remaining
members were in search of a
replacement vocalist for almost
six months when he first met
them. “Two days later I gave
them a tape,” said Kapper, “then

Kapper performs on stage at Pops along with his handmates from Ninetrigger
photo provided by Chad Kapper

three days later I tried out for the
singing position. I wrote the
lyrics to all the songs.”
The self-taught vocalist
from Jonesboro, Illinois is the
first musician in his family.
“I’m also self-taught on the gui
tar, but I really don’t want to
play as much,” Kapper said, “I
want to concentrate more on the
vocals.”
Kapper said he writes the
lyrics to all of Ninetrigger’s
work. “They [the other three
members] do all the music writ
ing and I do all the lyrics. We
have eleven songs right now.”
Leaning back in his chair in the
lobby of Medaille Hall, Kapper
smiles and explains how the
band will soon record its first
CD. “Our first day of record
ing is November eleventh.
We're going to make a four or
five-song demo CD...we’ll
make about a thousand CD’s in

total. We just took a tour of
Clayton Studios this week.”
Clayton Studios is located
on Big Bend in Clayton. The
company works primarily with
local bands in need of audio re
cording and editing as well as
occasional video editing.
“It’s a professional stu
dio,” said Kapper, “It’s just like
what you see on TV... I was like,
wow, this is really neat. It’s real
exciting for us.” The junior also
said the band plans on giving
away about half the CD’s for
free, the other half they’ll sell
for about five dollars. “We’ll
give them away at random, at
shows just to get our name out.
At first, we can’t really sell them
at high prices, you know...
you’ve got to be reasonable
when first starting out.”
It’s been three months
since Kapper joined the band
and he has nothing but positive

remarks. “The band’s music
style is exactly what I was look
ing for. I couldn’t have asked
for
anything
more.”
Ninetrigger’s music, according
to the industry, is known as hard
alternative. But for Kapper, la
beling the band’s style is not so
easy. “Actually our music in
volves everything,” he said,
“There’s rapping, there’s sing
ing, there’s talking...but not re
ally. It’s sounds weird to say
this, but it’s hard to give it a
name.”
While Kapper may have
difficulty describing the band’s
music style, it’s just the oppo
site when asked about his rela
tionships with the other three
members. “The guys are just
like older brothers to me. Two
of them are married; none of
them are in school. I’m the only
one still in college,” he said.
“We all get along well. What I

like the most is that when we’re
joking, we’re joking. But when
it comes down to business, we
get business done. We’re seri
ous when we need to be.”
Ninetrigger has gotten so
serious, in fact, that the band has
its own website. “We have all
our merchandise on the site.
We’re making stickers right
now, but we’ve already got tshirts on there that are available
to purchase,” he explained,
“And we’ve also got sound files
- samples of our music for
people listen to, and a schedule
of the locations we’ll be play
ing at.” Kapper said his band
frequently plays at The Galaxy
and Pops. “Pops is my favorite
though.”
Kapper hasn’t let the suc
cess of Ninetrigger effect his
ultimate goal in life. “I’m go
ing to do this as long as I can,”
he said, “but even if it becomes
something really big, I want to
get my degree. It’s something
for me to fall back on. It’s re
ally the smartest thing I could
do.”
Ninetrigger’s demo CD is
expected to be finished mid
December (perfect timing for
the holidays... hint, hint).
For more information
about the band, it’s upcoming
CD and it’s playing schedule,
visit the website at http://members.aol.com/dirtyninetrigger/
home.html. To talk to a band
member personally, Kapper says
to give him a call, “it doesn’t
bother me at all.” His number
is 889-4672.

Students Find Time to Volunteer Despite Their Busy Schedules
by Jaimie Doherty, staff writer

When students look at
their schedules, they may have
this overwhelming feeling; a pit
in their stomaches, wondering
how the heck they’re going to
get everything done. When it
comes down to finding time to
do things like volunteer work,
frankly, most students just don't
have any time. In fact, finding
free time: time to hang out with
friends, have lunch, or workout,
may be completely impossible.
Elizabeth Spellmeyer, a
junior at the College keeps busy
by taking a full load of classes,
and is also currently involved in
a Public Relations practicum.
She is a cheerleader, officer for
ACES (Association of Commu

nication and English Students),
and holds down a part-time job
off-campus.
So when
Spellmeyer finds time to relax,
take a walk, or do what she
wants, she is usually volunteer
ing at the same time. For one
hour a week, Spellmeyer volun
teers for the Adult Life Prepa
ration (ALP) program. She said
“The most rewarding and enjoy
able part of my week is the hour
I spend eating lunch with the
students from the ALP pro
gram." "The ALP program in
volves Special School District
students who are 18-21 years
old and have developmental dis
abilities,” said Madeline Frick,
director of the ALP program.

“These students have come to
the college to learn different
skills to prepare them for their
adult lives.” The college envi
ronment already offers many
life skill opportunities, such as
engaging in classroom conver
sations, being able to utilize fit
ness equipment in DSAC, and
just hanging out with friends.
While the majority of the
people in the college community
can do these things on their
own. these students need the
companionship or mentorship of
the average college student to
enable them to do many of the
things others may take for
granted. The Special School
District is looking for

Fontbonne students who are
willing to share one hour a week
with a student in this program,
between the hours of 11AM and
2:30PM, Monday through Fri
day.
Students decide what ac
tivities to do with their ALP
friends. The ALP students en
joy all of the activities others
might find themselves involved
in everyday. The Special School
District, in association with the
College, would love to arrange
a time for volunteers to meet
some of the newcomers to the
ALP program. If interested,
contact Madeline Frick at (314)
989-8342 x2261.

Elizabeth Spellmeyer spends her
afternoon in the computer lab
with her ALP friends. Photo by
Julie Ann Ziesemann
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Clock Discrepancies Create Campus Time Zones
by Mason Moessmer, staff writer

No matter where students
go on campus, every clock
shows a different time. While it
is 1:00 in one hall, in one of the
dorms it is actually 12:57. Our
crack team of scientists at the
Fonthanner (in other words,
me) has examined this puzzle
thoroughly and has come up
with why this is: Fontbonne
College exists outside the nor
mal laws of space and time.
Through some great cosmic ac
cident, students can move be
tween buildings and actually
travel through time. Even more
amazing is the fact that one can
travel several minutes by sim
ply moving between floors, or
even the space between two
clocks on one floor! So, as a
public service to the students of
the College, who may not be
aware of the dangers posed by
time travel and its possible ef
fects on the space-time con
tinuum, the Fonthanner scien
tists have mapped out the pock
ets of warped time and will now
present their findings here.
The study was conducted
using a simple Talkboy digital
watch (with a nifty tape recorder
option) set to match the time
given by the Bank of America
“Time and Temperature” lady.
By comparing what time it is in
the rest of the world and the time
shown on the clock, the time dis
tortion can be measured. Here
is what the scientists have dis
covered. Note: the time used as

Clock in Ryan Hall, First floor,
reads 12:13.

Roth photos by Jeanne Bolian

Clock in Ryan Hall Third tloor
reads 12:33 only a few minutes
later.

the basis or the real world time
is 12:00 noon in all cases. The
times given in parenthesis are
the times on the clocks at noon.
Fine Arts/East Building
The first floor of the build
ing seems to be one minute fast,
so when the first floor clock
reads 12:00, it is actually 11:59.
On the second floor this rift in
creases to five minutes, so when
the second floor clock reads
12:00, it is really 11:55. The
third floor was unreadable by

our scientists (i.e. the clock was
torn down)
Ryan Hall:
Once again, the first floor
of this building exists one
minute into the future, so when
it is 12:00 on the first floor
clock, it is actually 11:59. The
second floor is even more af
fected by the space-time warp.
The half of the floor with the el
evator actually exists one
minute in the past (so at 12:00
on the floor, it is actually 12:01).
Once one reaches the stairs,
though, one ends up two min
utes in the future (12:02). The
third floor is actually a minute
and a half ahead of the rest of
the world (assume a two-minute
difference-12:02). The fourth
floor also demonstrates the un
usual dual-time syndrome: the
half with the elevator is two
minutes slower than the real
world (11:58), while once you
pass the clock, it is one minute
ahead (12:01).
Science Building:
The science building,
where one would expect to be
safe from such time paradoxes,
is just as bad as the rest of the
campus. On the first floor, the
end of the hall with the elevator
exists within real time (12:00),
but there is a five minute differ
ence between the other end and
the rest of reality (12:05). The
second floor exists solely in the
past; the elevator side is two
minutes behind (11:58) while

the other end is a full four min
utes slow (11:56). The third
floor’s elevator side exists in our
time (12:00), though the other
half is two minutes into the fu
ture (12:02)
Library:
The Library seems to be
the building least affected by
Fontbonne’s unique time frame.
At the entrance and main desk,
time does not change (12:00).
However, in the computer lab on
the first floor one travels three
minutes into the future (12:03).
On the second floor, by the stair
well, the distortion lessens to
one minute ahead (12:01), and
time returns to its normal flow
in the second floor computer lab
and reference room.
Southwest Hall:
The Southwest Hall seems
to be even more disrupted than
the rest of the campus: the sec
ond floor exits at four different
periods of time. As one goes for
ward from the atrium, one goes
back in time nearly two hours
(10:02 a.m.)! Down the next
hall, in the darkroom, it turns to
nearly two and a half (10:29).
Turning another corner sends
one ahead two minutes into the
future (12:02), and once one re
turns to the stairwell, it is three
minutes ahead (12:03).
So be wary next time you
go to class: you may unwittingly
find yourself in the past and may
disrupt the fabric of reality,
itself.. .or be late for class.

Campus Vending Machine Reliability Questioned

NOVEMBER 2000
“FISH” from page 4

tion with the Carondolet
YMCA. Through this project,
FISH will work with students on
environmental education/help
projects.
The organization is struc
tured to accommodate a variety
of schedules, so that all students
have an opportunity to get in
volved if they choose. “We’re
not going to change the world .
. . but it does change our atti
tudes and our daily lives,” com
mented Ebenhoh.
FISH is designed to help
students get the most out of their
educational and social experi
ence during their time at the
College: “It’s really a great way
to meet people . . . develop a
better community and enrich
your own life,” says Mueller.
FISH does not require a lot of
time or a serious commitment,
its only aim is to fulfill the goals
of the college and meet the
needs of the student body.
“Audit” from page 1
have on the whole College is
unknown right now,” Zack ad
mitted. For the most part, the
audit is isolated to the OP
TIONS Program and the only
way the overall College is in
volved is through staff involve
ment. According to Zack, “vari
ous members of the College not
affiliated with OPTIONS are
taking time to help get the in
formation together for the
DOE.”
The status of the audit is
unknown and, according to a
letter sent to the College staff by
President Golden, will remain
confidential until the DOE is
sues final recommendations.

by Lainie Hood, staff writer

“Fashion” from page 5

You wake up late, no time
to get coffee. You rush to get
ready and race to school. You
hit every red light and can’t find
a parking space. Coffee is the
only thing that will save you at
this point. You are heading up
the stairs of the Fine Arts Build
ing for your writing class, and
the inevitable happens...OUT
OFORDER. Vending machines
might not be a topic of general
conversation, but it is something
every student in a hurry to grab
a drink or a bite to eat won
ders...
Gary Zack, Vice President
for enrollment management and
student development, had quite
a bit to say about what every stu
dent is dying to know. The
vending machines get filled
once a week during the school

year. There is no contract as to
what day or how often; we put
our trust into Pepsi and Gateway
to satisfy our needs.
According to Zack, vend
ing machines are rarely out of
order. The machine may be out

According to Zack,
vending machines
are rarely
out of order.
The Pepsi machine in Ryan Hall
displays a hand written "Out of
Order" sign on Friday, October
27, 2000.
photo by Jeanne Bolian

of change (which is the vendors’
responsibility), or the money
slot could be dirty. “Because
money is dirty” says Zack, and
the dirt will build up and clog
up the slots of the machines.
Maintenance periodically

cleans them, but it is hard for
them to determine when these
money slots are dirty. So when
this occurs, turn to the alterna
tive vending machine, the book
store. (It’s not that bad.)
What about warm soda?
Zack’s reply to this is: “soda
machines are refrigerators and
it is perfectly legal to sell warm
soda, Americans just don’t like
it.”
If anyone has any ques
tions, complaints, and/or sug
gestions, don’t go to the
mailroom or the copyroom,
please feel free to contact Gary
Zack. His office is located on
the 3rd Floor of Ryan Hall, and
he will be “more than happy”
to listen. Then maybe when you
go to get your badly needed cof
fee, it will be there.

Rogene Nelsen. Assis
tant Professor of Human Envi
ronmental Science (Fashion
Merchandising), also attended
this event and encourages stu
dents of the major to do the
same.
By attending this
event.Nelsen said that students
get a chance to “find out more
about realistic job positions
through career and exploration
workshops.” Also, she added
that students were able to “meet
and mingle with other students,
and to compare and contrast
what we do to what others do.”

The winner of last issue’s
tickets contest was Tracy
Smith. Congratulations!
The “Who is it?” was a
baby pic of Cheryl Baugh.
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DSAC to East in Fifteen Minutes Flat

Vazzi Smashes Record

by Laura Mayer, staff writer

by Cynthia Seitshiro, staff writer

attempts to open
Photos by Julie Ann Ziesemann

On the afternoon of Octo
going to be harder than I
ber 17, myself and seven other thought,” she said as I caught up
students rose from our wheel to her.
chairs and were able to walk
Next, I had to find the el
again. At the same time, others
evator in the Science Building.
who couldn’t speak began chat
Even after my three years here,
ting together freely. Students
I had no idea where it was. (By
who’d been blind could sud
the way, it’s hidden behind the
denly see and the deaf were once
soda machine about threeagain able to hear.
fourths of the way down each
After “A Day in My
hall.) I had to pass by the eleva
Shoes,” we 33 participants had
tor once and come back on the
a sense of what a day at
other side of the soda machine
Fontbonne is like with a disabil to find it.
ity. The Office of Multicultural
At lunch, I sat with Carrie
Affairs, in recognition of Na Feldhamer, junior and a partici
tional Disabilities Awareness
pant with a simulated hearing
Month sponsored the event. “I
impairment. With cotton in her
hope the students get a lot out
ears, she admitted that she
of the day and realize the chal wished she could experience
lenges endured by Fontbonne
more hearing difficulty, but
students with disabilities,” said
overall the day was “a neat
Vidal Dickerson, Director of idea.” Paul Schraut was at the
Multicultural Affairs and spon
same table and also in a wheel
sor of “A Day in My Shoes.”
chair. He said that the day with
This was the first time the
a disability showed him “how
College had such an opportunity
inaccessible Fontbonne is.”
for students. In previous years,
Schraut went on to tell me fa
the only event like it was a
miliar stories of getting stuck on
wheelchair race at Spring-Fest
the sidewalks and taking a long
two years ago. However,
time to get anywhere on cam
Dickerson felt that ‘A Day in
pus.
My Shoes’ “maintains a better
Of course, I’m sure those
sense of sensitivity toward dis
used to wheelchairs have an
abilities.”
easier time navigating than we
Throughout the day, I
newcomers did during “A Day
found many challenges while in
In My Shoes.” However, the ex
the wheelchair. On the way to
perience opened my eyes to the
my first class, 1 lost control,
things the College could do to
veered off the path into mud,
make getting around easier and
and got stuck. Unfortunately, I
less time consuming for those
had to “cheat” and use my legs
who use wheelchairs. This was
to get out. Ahead of me, another made apparent to me on the way
wheelchair participant was try from the DSAC to the Fine Arts
ing unsuccessfully to get over
building for an afternoon class.
the uneven sidewalk. “This is A normal minute trip by foot be

came a fifteen-minute haul be
tween the adjacent buildings.
The detour for us in wheelchairs
involved going uphill past the
cafeteria and meadow, wheeling
around toward the science build
ing, then backtracking into the
arcade, through Ryan Hall, and
(finally) into the Fine Arts build
ing. I was shocked by this trip
and wondered why there is no
wheelchair access to the main
arcade between Ryan Hall and
the Fine Arts building.
Along with this frustra
tion, there were other difficul
ties I encountered during the
day. For example, the Science
Building had no restrooms I
could get into. The closest
restroom without a step was on
the first floor of Ryan Hall.
(From the second floor of the
Science building after an hour
and fifteen-minute class, this
was no short trip—especially in
a wheelchair!) In general, doors

directly between DSAC (above)
and the East Building.

were harder to open, it was dif
ficult to get a dollar into the soda
machine from my angle, and el
evators were hard to get out of
(this requires a backward mo
tion I still haven’t really figured
out.)
Overall, “A Day in My
Shoes” was a good experience,
and I’d urge others to try it if
given the chance. With tired
arms, I was able to return my
wheelchair to Dickerson in Stu
dent Development at the end of
the day. However, as I stretched
my legs and started to walk out
of his office, Dickerson re
minded me that part of the day
included an ongoing awareness
for disabilities and that “the ob
stacles found in one day [by par
ticipants] are obstacles some
must live out daily.”

When Rachel Vazzi gradu
ated from Glenwood High in
Chatham, Missouri, she knew
exactly where she wanted to go
for her College education.
Fontbonne College was her first
choice and when she received
her admission letter, she was
ecstatic. The College was ap
pealing to Vazzi because “it is a
small school in a big town and
it sounded like an overall good
choice.”
The 18-year-old math ma
jor is pursuing a dual degree in
Pre-engineering at Washington
University, but Vazzi is not just
interested in education, she is
also the newest cross-country
record holder at the College.
This freshman brought with her
a renewed hope for the Col
leges’ cross country team when
she broke the 3.1 mile record of
21 minutes and 45 seconds with
a time of 21 minutes and 12 sec
onds. “I really didn’t come out
to break any records, I was just
doing what I have enjoyed do
ing for a while now, which is
running,” she said.
Vazzi added that to accom
plish such an achievement re
quires “commitment and dedi
cation.” The team trains twice a
day for 45 minutes to an hour
and Vazzi enjoys these sessions
immensely because it keeps her
focused and fit. “I find myself
eating a lot of energy-giving
foods because I bum so many
calories and I sleep a lot, too.”
With schoolwork, train
ing, and a social life, Vazzi has
to keep her priorities in check
and said, “My first priority is my
school work and running takes
second place because I came
here to get an education.” Vazzi
fits socializing into her sched-

Vazzi is new recordholder.
Photo by Julie Ann Ziesemann

ule whenever she can.
Her coach, Dennis Mc
Kinney, and teammates play a
vital role in her great athletic
output. “Coach McKinney is
great, he is laid back, not pushy
at all, and very encouraging and
motivational. I also give credit
to my teammates such as Erin
Lanfer and Chrissy Blaker be
cause they make being on the
team even more enjoyable,”
commented Vazzi.
When asked about her per
formance, coach McKinney en
thusiastically commented;
“Rachel is extremely hard work
ing and may not necessarily be
the most talented athlete but has
the biggest heart and, as a coach,
you cannot teach that. She hates
to lose, is a tough fighter and to
beat her, you have to kill her
first.” He also described Vazzi
as a very strong competitor and
a vocal leader, which he said, “is
not always easy for freshmen
like her.”
Approximately a month
after breaking the previous
cross-country record, Vazzi set
a new record of 20 minutes and
17 seconds. When asked about
her goals for the future, Vazzi
said she would love to go onto
Nationals before her four years
of college are completed.

efollett
For books, cds, clothing, snacks,
and all of your student needs, visit
the campus bookstore!
Next semester buy on line at

Http ://www.efollett.com.
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Communications Class Forms
H.O.P.E., a New Service Organization

Students Told to Vacate
Dorms and Classes
by Kris Morgan, staff writer

by Joi Fisher, staff writer
“This is not your typical
college course, there’s a lot of
creativity.” said College student
Cynthia Seitshiro in regards to
her Organizational Communica
tions class.
Professor Nancy Brown
field, Lecturer of Communica
tions, teaches this class and has
students work as a real life or
ganization of their choice. Af
ter continuous brainstorming
and voting, the students decided
to become a non- profit organi
zation named Griffins H.O.P.E.,
which is an acronym for Help
ing Others Profits Everyone.
The organization will help spon
sor Covenant House of Missouri
and Feed My People by raising
funds and needed materials
upon request.
“Students receive more
from the class, and are better
prepared for the work force.
This technique is very effective
because it avoids stagnancy and
boredom,” said Seitshiro. Eliza
beth Spellmeyer, a class mem
ber who holds a position in
H.O.P.E.’s event planning de
partment, said, “Instead of lis
tening to lectures and taking
copious notes, students can ac
tually understand the material
because they are doing it. The
best way to learn is hands on, if
I were just taking notes I would
not receive the full effect.” She
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added, “I'm glad to experience
this in school first, because I
didn’t know it entailed so much.
Now I feel more prepared for the
work force.”
Although the formation
process has been exciting for the
class, finalizing decisions has
not been easy. “We all have to
work together in coming up with
solutions. This can sometimes
be tedious, because everyone
has different views, but the chal
lenges keep our minds working
overtime,” said Seitshiro.
Despite being divided into
different departments: Event
Planning, Public Relations, and
Finance and Logistics, the stu
dents still find themselves rely
ing on one another. “We work
hard with other departments to
see what money needs to be
spent and how it needs to be
spent,” said Matt Hutti, junior
and head of the finance depart
ment and administrative board.
“Public Relations is like the
know all and end all. Our task
is probably the largest because
we have to get the information
to the public. We always have
to meet with each department to
make sure our work can be ac
complished,” said Karol Reese,
junior and member of HOPE’S
PR department.
H.O.P.E is still in its for
mative stages. The organiza

tion’s first appearance was at
Homecoming on October 21.
Students from H.O.P.E.
monitored the supply of nonperishable food items that par
ents graciously donated. During
the rest of the fall semester, stu
dents of the organization will be
present at various events to col
lect donations.
The special events depart
ment is also planning on future
festivities for the semester, such
as Late Night on November 10,
ongoing candy sales, bake sales,
baseball raffles, and a food drive
that will be located in the cam
The beginning of the
pus chapel. Boxes decorated
school
year was running rather
with H.O.P.E.’s logo will be lo
smoothly
for sophomore Harold
cated throughout the campus.
Keys. The previous year, he had
Everyone is encouraged to
made
a promise to his tennis
help as best as they can by tak
coach
that
he would keep up his
ing the time to donate clothing,
hygiene products, and non-per grades, as well as his play on the
court. His work from the past
ishable food items throughout
year
had paid off and his goals
the semester. The boxes will be
remained the same. Everything
checked periodically. Those
seemed to be in place until he
who have questions regarding
received
a letter from the Busi
H.O.P.E. and donations should
ness Office.
contact the organization’s CEO,
“My R.A. handed me the
Professor Nancy Brownfield, at
letter
in the middle of the night.
719-8062.
Since H.O.P.E. was de At first I thought it was a joke,”
said Keys. He is referring to a
signed for classroom purposes
letter he and other students re
only, it will disband at the end
ceived from the Business Office,
of the semester. However, if the
which stated those student’s reg
organization receives an excel
istration had been cancelled,
lent turnout, H.O.P.E may have
their
names withdrawn from all
a permanent place on campus.
class rosters, and they were in
structed to vacate the dorms.
Keys went to the Business Of
“Basket” from page 6
fice in an effort to straighten
season begins with the Moody things out. After talking with
Wescovich, Dan McNabney,
mas, Jeremy Nagle, Travis
Bible College Big 4 Tournament Business Office officials, he
Michael Kuemmor, and Allan
Chase, and Adam Fischer all
November 17-18 in Chicago,
again was told not to attend
Hutchcraft.
have at least one season of col
which
the
Griffins
won
last
year.
class. “This should have been
The Griffins start off the
lege ball under their belt. The
The first home game is Decem handled earlier. My parents
season
with
Late
Night
on
Fri

class also brings in freshmen
ber 1 against Manchester Col should have received the letter
day, November 10. The regular
Mike Bruggenjohhann, Tim
lege.
before I did. Because of this I’ve
fallen behind,” said Keys.
Keys was not the only per
son who thought that the Busi
ness Office’s restrictions
Editor-in-Chief.......................................................................... Sara Lubbes
harmed the students. Aaron
News Editor.........................................................................Gina Cuccio
Belz, Rhetoric II teacher, feels
that students may have a hard
Feature EditorJeanne Bolian
time catching up. “It really hurts
Advertising Editor............................................................ Christa Hoffman
a student’s ability to keep up
with their course. I waved the
Photo Editor.............................................................. Julie Ann Ziesemann
absence policy for students who
Sports Editor..............................................
Erin Drexler
were in any financial messes
Faculty Adviser............................................................. Dr. Jason Sommer
with the college,” said Belz. He
couldn’t think of a solution to
Staff Writers: Austin Bates, Jaimie Doherty, Joi Fisher, Lainie Hood,
the problem however. “ I can’t
Laura Mayer, Mason Moessmer, Cynthia Seitshiro, Dana Seyer, Tanya
think of a better way to handle
Roever, Germaine Komor
this situation, it only hurts the
student,” added Belz.

Fontbanner Staff

photo by Julie Ann Ziesemann

When asked about the let
ters, Business Office replied that
much of the information was
confidential. They were, how
ever, able to explain their pay
ment policies. “Tuition is al
ways due by final registration,
it secures a students place in
class. If payment is not received
how does the school know the
student is going to attend,” said
Mary Guinn, Business Office
Manager.
Some students found that
the Business Office had made an
error with their records. “The
Business Office made a mistake.
My tuition was paid two weeks
in advance. I was told not to at
tend class and to leave the dorms
when the college actually had all
my money,” said Kurt Brown,
sophomore. He thought that the
College could prevent such
things as this by taking better
records.” They don’t deserve my
money if they send me a letter
telling me I can’t go to class and
to leave the dorms. They need
to take better records and not let
$8000 fall through the crack. I
also don’t know why I was
brought into this when my par
ents pay for school. This should
have just been handled between
my parents and the college.”
The Business Office in
sisted that they give the students
every chance they can to pay for
school. “No students were
forced to move out of the dorms.
Students actually move in be
fore final registration is due.
Students are allowed to stay be
cause it takes a while for the of
fice to process all the informa
tion. The letters are sent out ac
cording to the address the stu
dents give the Registrar’s Of
fice,” said Mary Guinn.
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“All My Griffins” Columnist Laura Mayer presents a Fontbonne Soap Opera Mason
by Laura Mayer,
writer
fades. [Wardrobe change for fe change for female
Scene 2-Parking Lot,
Moessmer
male
a.m.
8-Antonio’s dorm
Cars circle
lot. Conner
For
5-cut to Annabelle
ready and
sees Brandon about to
spot,
outside toward
playing cards. Guy
“You
and in
to steal
hits
Medaile
have
to
go
Dude,
you
President!!
Brandon’s car
[Cue
staff

extra.]

10:28

extra.]

the

get a
it,
head-on.
stunt doubles.] Car flips three
times. Cue smoke; enter crowd.
Unharmed, Brandon and
Conner jump from their vehicles
Punches fly. Female extra,in
crowd, screams. Fight continues
as scene fades. | Brandon and
Conner to makeup for bruises.]
| Wardrobe change for female
extra.]
haste

My mom cried when she
found out that her favorite soap
actor was cheating on his soap
wife with the soap priest that
had married them just a year
ago. I was unable to comfort her,
however, because I was busy
sketching my own ideas for a
soap opera, based on the paral
lel I’d seen between soap opera
life and the Fontbonne social
experience.. .And now.. “All My
Griffins. ”

Scene 1—Cafeteria, breakfast
Annabelle sits alone,
blinking pseudo-tears down her
cheeks. Enter Lucinda, ques
tioning Annabelle’s state.
Annabelle: “Antonio |her boy
friend] stayed in someone else’s
dorm room last night! I called
his room a hundred and twelve
times, hut he never answered! ”
Sobbing, she throws her head
onto the table. Lucinda: [check
ing her watch] “Gee, I have to
go take a Manley test for
Libby.” [Libby is Lucinda’s twin
sister, switched at birth and with
different fathers.] Lucinda exits,
relaying the information to
twelve students on the way out.

What is it?
Can you guess what this
is? The newspaper staff will
randomly select a name from
correct entries turned in by No
vember 29. Entries must cor
rectly identify the object(s) and
its location on campus. The
winner will recieve a handsome
reward and the prestige of see
ing their name in the next Font
banner. Please drop your
guesses into the box marked
“Submissions” outside of FNA
206.
The answer to last month’s
“What is it?" was the hand
of the statue outside of the
library, which was guessed
correctly by Tom Hayes.
Congratulations!

Scene 3-DSAC weight room
Guys working out to back
ground song “Eye of the Tiger.”
Guy #1: “Nice little hookup,
huh, Antonio?” Guy #2: “Yeah,
some freshman said it was you
and both of the twins at one
time!” Antonio: (smiling)
“C’mon guys. Just Libby...this
time. News sure travels fast.
Hey, you don’t think Annabelle’s
heard yet, do you ? ” All stop as
Annabelle and Lucinda (or is it
Libby?) walk in. [Exit Antonio.]
Scene 4-Cafeteria, lunchtime
Brandon walks in with a
black eye, looking around anx
iously. Enter the professor of the
class Brandon skipped that
morning. Brandon ducks back,
into female extra. Female extra
shrieks. Her tray flies into the
air [cue slo-mo camera] and
lands on the paper Conner spent
all morning downloading from
the internet. Another fight be
gins. Conner’s shirt is ripped off.
[Cue makeup to oil Conner’s
buff stomach for close-up.]
Lunch lady intervenes as scene

Scene
walking
hall
Annabelle is opening a let
ter from Financial Aid, and once
again finds her award to be in
correctly calculated. This sends
her into a fit. Annabelle: (toss
ing her keys in the air) “I can’t
take this school!" Keys land on
top of carport by Medaille Hall.
Annabelle faints into the arms
of the female extra, who hap
pens to be standing behind her.

Scene 6-Cut to DSAC
Scene opens with the song
“Everybody Hurts” in back
ground. Enter lonely-looking
Antonio from bathroom door,
where he’s been hiding. Faces
of Libby and Annabelle swirl
around his head as he leaves the
DSAC. Outside, female extra is
holding Annabelle in her arms.
Libby is watching from behind
a nearby bush as Antonio runs
to see what happened. Antonio:
“No! Annabelle! ” Cue camera
to focus on Libby.] Song be
comes louder. Exit Libby into
dorms. [Wardrobe change for
female extra.]
Scene 7-Lucinda’s dorm room
Twins sit on bed. Discus
sion involves plans to get Anto
nio caught. Lucinda: “But we
have to find a time when we can
bust him in front of everyone!”
[knock at door] Enter female
extra, who says, “Are you go
ing to Bar tonight? I think ev
eryone is going! ” Lucinda and
Libby: “Perfect! ” [Wardrobe

Scene
Guys getting

room

#1:
have two
gals waitin 'for you. Antonio:
(smiling) “shut up man.” [knock
at door] Antonio exits, in fear
the visitor is Libby or
Annabelle. Enter Kenny (night
DSAC supervisor who disap
peared from the show four
months ago and was presumed
dead when his car turned up in
the river.) Guys cheer with sur
prise. Kenny: “Hey guys, what’s
up?” Re-enter Antonio. Drink
ing resumes and Antonio is con
vinced to go to the bar.

Scene 9-Bar St. Louis, line of
students outside
[Cue camera to the female
extra, who is busily memorizing
the information on her fake ID.]
Camera pans to Annabelle,
holding tissues, leaning against
the wall. Camera goes to Anto
nio, at the front of line with the
guys, looking around a bit, but
more concerned with his friends
and the girl dancing on the bar
inside. Camera moves to back,
where Lucinda and Libby are
dressed alike and smiling in
Annabelle’s direction. Behind
them, Brandon and Conner are
laughing together, drunk and
friends once again. [Finally, cue
camera back to the female ex
tra, who is handing her ID to the
bouncer.]
Will the female extra get
in? Will Antonio get caught, and
if he does, whom will he pick?
Will Brandon and Conner get in
another fight? Tune in next time.

By Mason Moessmer,
staff writer

My fellow Americans and
voting illegal immigrants, the
time has come to bring a new
candidate, a strong candidate,
into the Presidency. That candi
date is I, my friends! No more
will America have to be
ashamed of its ruling power!
These are the top ten reasons
you should vote for me:

10. Replace Casual Friday with
Nude Friday.
9. Have sex scandals only with
supermodels.
8. Appoint rock group AC/DC
as Secretary of Energy.

7. Lower the legal drinking age
to 5.
6. Send my Vice President, Mr.
T., into Iraq, so he can person
ally oversee “the kicking of that
foo’ Saadam’s wimpy butt!”
5. Give government funding to
the makers of Highlander if they
promise to never make another
sequel.
4. Wear a cape into office.

3. Make taking up two parking
spaces a capitol offense
2. Fix the squeaky door on the
White Shed.

1. Never, ever, block off Big
Bend or Wydown
So do not fail, my friends! On
Election Day, whatever day that
may be, I forget, be sure to grab
your crank and vote MASON
MOESSMER!!! (However, see| ing as though the paper may not
be out before the election, dis
regard my comments.
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911 Delays Compromise Using Cell Phones in Public is Rude
Sean P.
Fontbanner
Student and Staff Safety
up space.” My answer to
By

Cummins, special to the

by Christa Hoffman, Ad Editor
Ever wonder what would
happen if you were in a real
emergency and called 911 from
campus for help? Normally, if
calling from a residence, the 911
operator would be able to tell
your home address and tele
phone number just by glancing
at a screen. But what happens
when you are calling from a col
lege campus, a location larger
than a 4-bedroom house? In or
der for paramedics, police, or
firefighters to find you, they
would have to comb an entire
campus, a process which could
take hours.
Currently, an operator who
receives a call gets the follow
ing information: Fontbonne
College, 6800 Wydown Blvd,
hone number 862-3456, which,
by the way, is the main number
to the main switchboard on cam
pus. If the emergency call is
recieved after hours, and for
some reason the caller hung up,
the 911 operator would get the
following message upon calling
back: “Thank you for calling
Fontbonne College, our office
hours are 8:30 am to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.” Un
fortunately for both the caller
and the operator, this informa
tion offers no assistance in lo
cating the caller. For the past
year the College has been at
tempting to install a 911 system
on campus which would enable
a 911 operator to see your exact
location and telephone number
by looking at his or her screen.
What would the new sys
tem change? Under the new sys
tem, the operator would receive
an exact location and telephone
number, enabling quicker re
sponse to the victim. Also it
would help operators locate
prank calls, which keep them
busy when real emergencies
come in. The new system would
also help the security guards
when calls come in. Currently,

unless a caller is able to give an
exact phone number or location,
security guards must comb the
campus to find who needs help.
When a prank 911 call comes in,
guards are forced to check ev
ery room on campus to ensure
that it was, in fact, a prank call
and not a real emergency. This
keeps the security guards from
being accessible to students
around campus who may really
need their help.
So why has this taken over
a year to install? First, new maps
of campus had to be made, giv
ing every room a specific num
ber location. Next, every phone
line had to be matched up with
the correct number location, and
that information had to be en
tered into a huge database of
several hundred numbers. This
information then had to be
double and triple checked to
ensure there were no typo
graphical errors. When all this
was completed, security had to
post these room numbers at each
room. Braille room locations
then had to be installed on the
right hand side of each door to
ensure that all students could be
aware of the number of the room
they were in. All of this took an
excessive amount of time, un
fortunately more time that any
one expected. After over a year
of tedious data entry and label
ing, the campus is ready to in
stall the system.
Unfortunately, the pro
cess took so long that the origi
nal quote for installing the ac
tual system has risen, causing
another delay in the process.
The new price must first go
through the budget committee
and be approved before any
more work can be done. Then,
hopefully the College will be
equipped to handle a 911 emer
gency, as well as any 911 prank
sters.

Just in case you cell phone users don't know what Sean looks like.
photo by Julie Ann Ziesemann

I was pleasantly pleased
with the wonderful responses I
got from my last article. To be
honest with you, I’ve never
heard so many colorful words
used before. It was a nice change
of events. Thank you all for your
wonderful support and death
threats.
As Monty Python would
say, “And now for something
completely different.”
You know, it amazes me
how many cell phone users are
in the world. Everywhere I turn,
I can’t help but notice this black
box sticking to someone’s face.
My first thought is that they
have wonderful magnetic skills
that I know will impress the la
dies (“Is that your metal belt
pulling you against me, or are
you just happy to see me?”). Lo
and behold, I find it to be a cell
phone.
It’s interesting how far
these things have come. A
couple of years ago, it seemed
to be a passing fad to have a cell
phone (like sticking a fork in an
electrical socket for positive
feedback). Now this phenom
enon seems to be taking over the
whole U.S. Pretty soon, not only
will humans be yakking it up on
their pint sized appendage, but
so will dogs, cats, and an oran
gutan named George!
They seem to be showing
up everywhere. Just last week
when I went grocery shopping
with my mother, someone was

talking on their little cell phone,
knocking into little children and
crashing into the lobster tank—
which ended up breaking and
while they decided to go ahead
and keep talking, there were
people being attacked by these
defenseless lobsters trying to
find their way home—or maybe
just to the fish aisle.
This isn’t the only place.
Establishments (ooo, big word)
like movie theaters, malls, even
classrooms are being bom
barded with these infernal ma
chines. I was sitting in my biol
ogy class when all of sudden I
heard Beethoven’s Fifth play
ing, and couldn’t help but won
der if maybe science isn’t so
pointless after all.
The one thing that really
annoys me with these things is
when you’re helping a customer
when at work and they are talk
ing on the phone. “Um, excuse
me, but I’m trying to be polite
when I tell you that your credit
card has been denied and that I
have to cut it up right in front of
your face, so it would be won
derful if you got off the phone
for two seconds so I can tell you
how irresponsible you are with
your credit, but can open up an
account with us if you like!”
I wish to stress alternatives
to using cell phones. Now, I
know what you’re thinking
(well, no, I actually don’t): “Oh
my God, not another one of
these pointless items that just

take
that, “Well, duh!”
Alternative #1:
Beepers. Granted, I think
this invention is as pointless as
toothbrushes in England, but
they aren't as annoying as cell
phones. The only confusing
thing about it would be the nu
meric message that you can send
to a person. Take for instance
this one: 647753. For all you
lazy people out there who wish
for me to just give you the an
swer to the numeric message—
which is not happening—let me
give you a few clues. This par
ticular word is not allowed to be
spelled in this newspaper any
more. The other clue is if you
remember the name of the chair
men who never wanted people
to squeeze the Charmin, you’ll
have your answer. Good luck!
Alternative #2:
Answering machines.
These things were invented for
a reason: mainly to keep you
moronic people from using your
phone when driving. If there
isn’t one thing I hate more than
old people driving, it’s people
on cell phones while driving.
And the worst insult of all with
this one is an old person driving
while on the phone. Um, hello,
you people can hardly see a semi
truck coming at you, how do
you expect to hear anything? It’s
like that saying goes: “Friends
don’t let friends who can’t see
over the steering wheel drive
while on the phone.”
Alternative #3:
Beer. Of course you’re
going to need one when you
come home from cussing out the
idiot who decides that driving
while conferencing is the best
choice for them.
So please, all of you who
use a cell phone, put it away and
keep your eyes on the road. That
is, of course, unless you’re side
tracked by 6477537.

Do you find public cell phone use annoying?
I Maria Cuccio, senior, Human
and Environmental Science

"Only when I think someone is
talking to me so I answer and
then realize the person is on the
phone.”

IF?

Megan Scally, Graduate
student, Speech Pathology

“Annoying only in quiet
public places like movies,
class, etc. Otherwise, it
seems to be the only way
anyone stays in touch these
days.”

Richard W. Gilmore,
Bookstore Manager
“Yes, sometimes during
dinner at a restaurant it
can be very annoying,
especially when the indi
vidual acts as though
they are at home.”
Information compiled
and photos by Julie
Ann Ziesemann

